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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2008006758A1] A drive assembly for sun protection devices is known, having a winding cylinder for winding a hanging up and down, the
ends of the cylinder being rotationally supported within a frame, wherein the drive assembly comprises a DC voltage motor for rotating the winding
cylinder about the longitudinal axis thereof, a reduction gear unit, a motor control unit, and an operating unit for switching the motor, wherein the
motor and the reduction gear unit are disposed in a housing that is rotationally fixed in a frame. Based on this, in order to provide a drive assembly of
a simple design having a direct drive for the winding cylinder, which can be utilized for a plurality of various winding cylinders, thus reducing storage
costs, and which moreover is inexpensive and easy to install - even by a layman, the invention proposes that the drive connection to the winding
cylinder comprises a drive gear wheel having a larger outer diameter than that of the winding cylinder, and that it further comprises an adapter that
is rotationally supported in the housing, the adapter being provided with a plurality of winding cylinder carriers of various sizes - stepped for winding
cylinders of various diameters - that bear against the cylinder lateral surface, or the adapter being configured to receive interchangeable winding
cylinder carriers of various sizes.
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